
Influence Diagram Distinction Levels                          Appendix A 
 

Node Values Definitions 
  Not Useful  Intelligence which does not assist in interdiction 

efforts  

  
Useful but not actionable  Intelligence which can help in interdiction efforts 

but is not sufficient on its own to prompt action.  

  

Actionable Intelligence which is sufficient for action on its 
own.  Includes: Who, What, When, Where, & 
Why. 

  Successful  An interdiction effort which achieves all mission 
objectives.  

  
Partially Successful  An interdiction effort which achieves some but not 

all of its objectives.  

  
Unsuccessful An interdiction effort which achieves none of its 

objectives. 
  No Effect  Measures have no effect on the network.  

Operations continue as desired.  

  

Some Effect  Measures affect change within the network.  
Examples include closing a port or increasing 
inspection probabilities.  

  
Prevention Measures stop network efforts. 

  Yes  Contact occurs between network and a customer.  
Either party may initiate contact.  

  
No No contact occurs. 

  Not Agreeable  Neither party will sign a contract according to the 
terms.  

  
Agreeable to Khan only  Khan will sign the contract according to the terms.  

  
Agreeable to buyer only  The buyer (eg, Libya) will sign the contract 

according to the terms.  

  
Agreeable to Both parties Both parties will sign the contract according to the 

terms. 
  Technology  T=Hardware available for sale or trade.  Examples 

include centrifuge technology or bomb designs.  

  
Consulting  C=Technical assistance available for sale or trade.  

  
Materials  M= Raw or refined nuclear materials for sale or 

trade.    

  
Combination  Includes uranium and uranium hexafluoride.   

  
None   
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Node Values Definitions 
  Active  The network contacts potential buyers.  A push-

type supply system.  
  Passive The network makes information available but 

awaits contact from potential buyers.  This also 
includes no marketing. 

  
Satisfactory  Khan’s reputation is acceptable to the buyer.  

  
Unsatisfactory  Khan’s reputation is unacceptable to the buyer. 

  Satisfactory  The company’s reputation is acceptable to Khan 
for a contract.  

  
Unsatisfactory  The company’s reputation is not acceptable to 

Khan for a contract.   

  Yes  Both Khan and the buyer agree to the terms and 
make a commitment to the transaction.  

  

No Either Khan or the buyer does not agree to the 
terms and does not make a commitment to the 
transaction. 

  None  No inbound logistics are required.  The network 
has the materials, technology or service on-hand.  

  
Direct  The network utilizes direct shipment from the sub-

contractor to Pakistan.  

  

Indirect The network utilizes indirect shipment from the 
sub-contractor to Pakistan, through a third party or 
third country. 

  
None  No outbound logistics are required.  Service is 

provided via direct communications.  
  Direct  The network utilizes direct shipment from Pakistan 

to the buyer.  

  

Indirect The network utilizes indirect shipment from 
Pakistan to the buyer, through a third party or third 
country. 
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Node Values Definitions 
  Centralized  Command and control is conducted entirely by 

A.Q. Khan.  

  

Decentralized Command and control is shared by A.Q. Khan 
with his principal deputies. 

  None  No production is required.  The network has 
the materials, technology or service on-hand.  

  

In-house  Production occurs within the Khan network in 
Pakistan.  

  Outsourced Production is sub-contracted to a third party. 
  Yes  The buyer has the technology for trade 

produced and ready for trade.  

  

No The buyer does not have the technology 
available but has access to it.  Production or 
purchase from another party is required. 

  Yes  The buyer has autonomous transportation 
capabilities (eg, its own planes or ships) to 
complete the transaction.  

  

No The buyer does not have autonomous 
transportation capabilities and requires 
delivery by a third party. 

  Yes  $ (Cash or Wire) or a Trade (Hardware, 
Technology or Services) were received as 
contracted.  

  No $ or Trade was not received as contracted. 
  No  Goods/services were not delivered as 

contracted.  

  

Partial  Some goods/services were delivered as 
contracted  

  

Complete All goods/services were delivered as 
contracted. 

  CT  complete transaction (buyer and seller 
satisfied)  

  

PT (buyer dissatisfied)  partial transaction (seller satisfied, buyer 
dissatisfied),    

  

PT (seller dissatisfied)  partial transaction (buyer satisfied, seller 
dissatisfied),  

  NT (network still viable)  no transaction (network still viable)  

  NT (network not viable)  no transaction (network not viable).   
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           Other Findings         Appendix B 
 
The greatest opportunity for shutting down a nuclear proliferation network such as Khan’s comes during 
the initial “Background Knowledge and Expertise” stage of the functional diagram. Khan and his 
colleagues had to obtain knowledge of all aspects of nuclear weapons production, form scores of secret 
alliances with production companies around the world, and build up a large domestic infrastructure to 
support Pakistan’s weapons program. 
 
If this phase of the network has already been established, then attention must shift to other areas of the 
network. In Iran’s case, Pakistani government complicity is still vital, due to the transport logistics and 
general “look the other way” nature. In addition to Khan, another name frequently appeared—B.S.A. 
Tahir. He was involved in many stages of the game, from money transfer to arranging for manufacturing 
and shipment. This also leads to the transport in Dubai, a free trading zone where false documentation 
and front companies helped disguise the shipment origins and destinations. 
 
An effective policy would deal with both the supply and demand for nuclear weapons. This network 
modeling dealt with the supply side, i.e. Khan’s role in the trade and sales. However, a similar method 
could be employed for the demand side, and is one of our recommendations for future work. 
Weaknesses in the customer network could reduce the demand for and flow of nuclear technology. 
 
Counter proliferation efforts should be aimed at disrupting the most lucrative nodes, based upon the 
ranking above.  Based upon the known structure if the collection of nodes in a minimum cut set are 
disrupted the network temporarily fails (or is degraded).  Stopping individual shipments, people or 
companies will degrade the network but will not induce “failure.”  Redundancy means network can 
recover and fulfill the orders.  Also, this analysis only models redundancies known at the open source 
level.  Finally, how the identified elements should be eliminated is left to analysts, policy planners and 
decision makers. 
 
Nodes can be attacked directly or indirectly.  Many nodes are most effectively attacked directly, for 
example: Arrest or kill A.Q. Khan, B.S.A. Tahir and their replacements (if known).  Some nodes are 
best attacked indirectly by applying indirect pressure to rest of network, forcing main cells to collapse.  
One example of indirect attack would be repeated interception of shipments to convince Khan that risks 
are too high. 
 
One difficulty of modeling the network is the amount of secrecy surrounding it, and the number of 
unknowns involved. If a piece were modeled as a sole provider of knowledge or equipment, when in fact 
there were multiple avenues that Khan could employ for fulfilling this function, then the model would 
place too much emphasis on this single-string functional element. For example, Tahir was involved in 
many of the transportation and financial aspects of the network, and is the only such high-level multi-
tasker we have identified from open-source documentations. But, if several “Tahir’s” existed, he 
suddenly becomes less valuable to the network, and therefore less interesting for the U.S. to target.  
 
As a whole, however, the ”Background Knowledge and Expertise” element appears to be fundamentally 
in series, and therefore, even with further elaboration, we suspect that this area would still contain many 
of the weakest links as it does in the current model. 
 



                 Timelines     Appendix C 
 
In the functional block diagrams, each country’s dealings with the network are thoroughly expanded in 
Level 4.  Each is dealt with separate, though, and independent of the others.  In reality, it is likely that 
A.Q. Khan utilized resources across the board, and that they may be connections and overlap between 
the three.  In order to examine this at a high level, a timeline was constructed for each of the nations, 
based on the Core Competencies of Level 1.  This timeline could eventually become a fourth analysis 
tool in deciding policies and actions to take against nuclear proliferation networks. 
 
The overall timeline on the next page follows the same color convention as the functional block 
diagrams, and is meant to show when activities were taking place with respect to one another.  The 
pages following that give some factual references on country-specific actions.  They are by no means 
complete, nor do they try to be. They mainly give a clearer understanding of how the network operated 
and how the deals were constructed.   
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BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE & EXPERTISE 
 All Countries     
1976 
and 
Earlier 

Khan works at Urenco, steals 
secrets when he returns to 
Pakistan.i

   

1977    
1978    
1979  

Khan builds up Pakistan 
program using 
information, 
connections established 
at Urenco.ii

  
1980    
1981    
1982    
1983    
1984    
1985   

Pakistani scientists 
attend lectures by 
Chinese weapons 
experts.iv

 
1986     
1987    
1988    
1989    

B.S.A. Tahir meets 
Khan, begins meeting 
European 
middlemen.v

1990     
1991     
1992     
1993     
1994     
1995     
1996     
1997     

Khan makes 
numerous visits to 
China’s nuclear 
installations over 
three decades. China 
provides advanced 
designs of nuclear 
weapons.iii

1998      
1999      
2000      
2001      
2002      
2003      



 
MARKETING & SALES 
 Iran North Korea Libya Other Countries 
1985     
1986     
1987 Secret agreement with Pakistan 

on nuclear cooperation for 
peaceful purposes.vi

Khan meets in a “dusty Dubai 
office” to discuss plans.vii

   

1988     
1989     
1990     
1991     
1992     
1993   
1994   
1995   
1996  

Relationships established as 
early as 1993, Pakistan provided 
blueprints and components for 
centrifuges.viii  

Clandestine meeting with 
Syrian official in Beirut for 
centrifuge facility. Similar offer 
through a Gulf-based 
intermediary to Saddam 
Hussein. Fragmentary and 
indirect evidence of offers to 
Saudi Arabia and UAE.ix

1997  General Jahangir Karamat 
(Pakistan Army) visits in 
December to preside over 
Nodong missile transfer deals.x

Libya contacts Khan, meeting in 
Istanbul where Libya asks for 
centrifuge units.xi

1998   
1999   
2000   
2001   
2002   

Meetings take place in 
Casablanca, Morocco, several in 
Dubai. Libya asks for 10,000 of 
P-2 centrifuges in September 
2000.xiv

2003    

Khan visits 18 countries during 
this time, including 
Afghanistan, raising questions 
of whether he spoke to Al 
Qaeda or other terrorists. 
Network also offered aid to 
Egypt, who is believed to have 
turned down assistance.xii

KRL had booth at Pakistan’s 
first international arms 
exhibition in Karachi, 
November 2000.xiii



 
 
SERVICE 
 Iran North Korea Libya 
1985    
1986    
1987    
1988    
1989    
1990   
1991   
1992   
1993   
1994 

Many technical briefings 
held at Karachi, 
Pakistan, in the early 
1990s.xv

  
1995    
1996    
1997    
1998    
1999   
2000   
2001  

KRL renders technical 
assistance during this 
time.xvi

Also provides a list of 
potential suppliers in the 
early 2000s.xvii

 

2002   Peter Griffin arranges for 
7 or 8 Libyan technicians 
to go to Spain, twice, for 
operational courses.xviii

2003    
 



 
MANUFACTURING & PROCUREMENT 
 Iran North Korea Libya 
1976  
1977  
1978  
1979  
1980  
1981  
1982  
1983  
1984  
1985 

Khan orders twice as 
many parts as needed by 
the Pakistan program, 
with the intent to sell 
them on the black market. 
Also sells secrets 
obtained from Urenco 
and China.xix

Khan orders twice as 
many parts as needed by 
the Pakistan program, 
with the intent to sell 
them on the black market. 
Also sells secrets 
obtained from Urenco 
and China.19

 
1986    
1987    
1988    
1989    
1990    
1991    
1992    
1993    
1994    
1995    
1996    
1997    
1998    
1999    
2000    
2001   Scomi Precision 

Engineering (SCOPE) set 
up as subsidiary to Scomi 
Group in December, 
productions facility built.xx

2002   
2003   

SCOPE produces 
components for 
centrifuges, believes they 
are for petrol and gas 
operations. Responsible for 
~15% of total centrifuge 
parts. Tradefin and many 
others around the world 
also involved.xxi

 



 
TRANSPORTATION & OUTBOUND LOGISTICS 
 Iran North Korea Libya 
1985    
1986    
1987    
1988    
1989    
1990   
1991   
1992   
1993   
1994   
1995 

P-1 centrifuges, drawings, 
and technical 
specifications, possibly P-
2 centrifuges transferred, 
often by Pakistani Air 
Force. Pakistan maintains 
transfers lasted 1989 to 
1991 only. Tahir testified 
he was shipping 
containers in 
1994/1995.xxii

Also employed a Karachi-
based businessman for 
land transfer, possibly 
using known drug 
smuggling routes.xxiii

  

1996    
1997  Supplied 20 assembled 

P-1 centrifuges, parts for 
200 more.xxv

1998   
1999   
2000   
2001  

Deliveries often involved 
Pakistan Air Force 
transports.xxiv

2002   
2003   

1.87 tons of UF6 sent by 
air from Pakistan in 
2001.xxvi 
Peter Griffin supplies 
“Machine Shop 1001” 
parts in 2001, 2002.  
BBC China intercepted 
on October 4, 2003, 
contained SCOPE 
parts.xxvii

 



 
PAYMENT 
 Iran North Korea Libya 
1985    
1986    
1987    
1988    
1989    
1990    
1991    
1992    
1993    
1994   
1995 

$3M paid for centrifuge 
parts to Tahir, in 2 
briefcases.xxviii

  

1996   
1997   
1998   
1999   
2000   
2001  
2002  

Nodong missile transport 
over the Karakoram 
highway. American 
satellites detect 12 
consignments of Chinese 
missiles by truck on May 
1, 2001. At least 1 
consignment moved by 
air, July 2002.xxx

2003   

Cash transfers to 
Khan’s bank account in 
the Gulf.xxix

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                         Policy Analysis                                                Appendix D 
     This appendix will explain in greater detail our evaluation of status quo policies in 
light of our findings and recommendations.  This analysis is not meant to be a predictor 
of policy success nor an endorsement of any one policy approach.  Given our limitations 
in scope and modeling, our goal is to identify whether measures target redundant or 
critical aspects of a network. 
 
     We evaluated four different institutions and policies dealing with nuclear 
proliferation: the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI), the Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT), other United Nations (UN) efforts and North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) efforts.  Within these areas we focused on the relevant supply side aspects of 
policies. 
 
Proliferation Security Initiative: 
 
     All information concerning the PSI was gathered from the U.S. State Department 
website (www.state.gov).  As depicted below and explained in the executive summary 
above, the PSI is primarily an interdiction effort aimed at reducing the shipment of 
nuclear, biological and chemical materials and technologies. The slide below details more 
information on the PSI: 
 

Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI)
The PSI is a broad international partnership of countries which, using 
their own laws and resources, will coordinate their actions to halt 
shipments of dangerous technologies to and from states and non-
state actors of proliferation concern -- at sea, in the air, and on land. 
The PSI will reinforce, not replace, other nonproliferation mechanisms. 

-www.state.gov

• Began in 2003 with 11 countries.  Now has over 60 supporters.
• Voluntary participation.  No formal obligations for participants
• Works within the current international legal system
• Involves multilateral training exercises
• Relies on diplomacy, intelligence sharing, law-enforcement 
cooperation and other operations
• Specifically focused on 4 key interdiction principles:

1- Interdict transport of WMD to “states or non-state actors of proliferation concern”
2- Maximize coordination for rapid information sharing
3- Strengthen national and international legal frameworks where required
4- Encourages domestic cooperation in preventing shipment, denying passage, 

boarding, seizing or permitting any of these actions against a nation’s own ships

 
 

http://www.state.gov/
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     As the diagrams illustrate, the PSI primarily targets network operations within 
functions C: Procurement & Manufacturing (primarily Procurement) and D: Outbound 
Transport and Logistics.  Our analysis concludes that these functions are likely to be 
operated in parallel, meaning they are redundant.  A.Q. Khan maintained multiple 
suppliers for procuring parts and information throughout Europe .  Similarly, he 
maintained multiple carriers for shipments of sensitive materials and technologies, 
including commercial ships and Pakistani Air Force planes.  PSI efforts thus face a 
difficult challenge of attempting to interdict redundant and covert operations. 
 
United Nations: 
 
     All information concerning UN efforts was gathered from the UN website 
(www.un.org).  As depicted below and explained in the executive summary above, the 
UN has many policies and activities aimed at reducing and preventing proliferation.  The 
slides below provide more information on the UN’s efforts: 
 

United Nations (UN)
Many of the deadliest super-weapons remain difficult to manufacture due to 

the unique characteristics of their weapons materials, improvements 
in methods of detecting the production or testing of such weapons, and 
technical problems in converting dangerous materials into effective, 
deliverable weapons. The world community must do all it can to raise 
these hurdles, while strengthening the fundamental norms against the 
possession or use of such weapons. 

- USG DA Jayantha Dhanapala

• All efforts coordinated through the Disarmament Affairs
• UNSC Resolution 1540:

-Seeks international consensus on criminalizing proliferation
-Addresses non-state actors

• NPT (1970): Under review
• IAEA Actions:

-Illicit trafficking database program since 1994- nearly 600 incidents
-IAEA monitors safety and security of nuclear weapons and materials
-Interdiction training since 1991- nearly 1500 trained
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     As the diagrams illustrate, the UN targets multiple network operations.  In this sense it 
is comprehensive.  It also therefore, addresses functions operated in series and in parallel.  
The UN’s efforts, particularly those targeting functions A: Background Knowledge and 
Expertise and B: Marketing and Sales are most consistent with our findings. 
 
Non-Proliferation Treaty: 
 
     All information concerning NPT efforts was gathered from the UN website 
(www.un.org).  As depicted below and explained in the executive summary above, the 
NPT targets multiple aspects of the proliferation network.  The slides below provide more 
information on the NPT’s efforts: 
 

Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
Setting the tone for the five-year review of the Treaty’s effectiveness, the 

Secretary-General told the gathering of world leaders and arms control 
experts that international regimes did not fail because of one breach, 
however serious or unacceptable. They failed when many breaches 
piled one on top of the other, to the point where the gap between 
promise and performance became unbridgeable. “As you meet to 
review the NPT, your urgent task is to narrow that gap”, he said.

• UN Secretary General Recommendations:
-Stronger action against violators -Pressure states to support non-proliferation
-Improve compliance measures -Find a solution to the duality of the NPT

• IAEA Director Proposals:
-Commit to disarmament -Zero tolerance for new nuclear weapon states
-Ensure right to nuclear energy tech –Strengthen verification
-Improve control over sensitive parts of the nuclear fuel cycle

 
 

http://www.un.org/
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     As the diagrams illustrate, the NPT targets two major network operations.  By seeking 
to limit the number of nuclear weapon states, the NPT addresses function A: Background 
Knowledge & Expertise.  A relevant modern proposal by the IAEA Director, Dr. 
Mohamed ElBaradei, to improve control over the most sensitive aspects of the nuclear 
fuel cycle would target function A, a critical function. The NPT’s remaining efforts target 
the redundant function C. 
 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization: 
 
     All information concerning NATO efforts was gathered from the NATO website 
(www.nato.int).  As depicted below and explained in the executive summary above, 
NATO targets multiple aspects of the proliferation network.  The slides below provide 
more information on NATO’s efforts: 
 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
In accordance with the Strategic Concept, NATO's role is not only to 
defend its members' territory but also to provide one of the 
indispensable foundations for a stable security environment in Europe. 

- NATO Press release 1994

• Broadly supports existing frameworks such as the NPT & CTBT
• Relies on 2 dimensions: 

-Political: 
• Seeks to prevent proliferation or reverse it through diplomacy 
• Relies on consultations, coordination and confidence-building
• Supports current international efforts and non-proliferations norms

-Defense:
• Reexamine the threats posed by WMD to NATO forces and countries
• Improve defensive capabilities for member states
• Ensure defense posture supports diplomatic efforts

• Has reduced reliance on nuclear forces and the number of  
nuclear weapons

• Provide a high level of security for all weapons and materials

 
 

http://www.nato.int/
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     As the diagrams illustrate, NATO targets several major network operations.  However, 
these operations primarily occur through diplomatic endorsement of other policies; few 
are stand-alone policies.  Of notable exception are NATO’s efforts to reduce the number 
of nuclear weapons possessed by the organization and to increase the security of the 
weapons the organization does employ; this reduces the potential for stolen weapons or 
materials and attacks function C.  Diplomatic endorsements of the NPT and 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) constitute minor attacks on functions A & B.. 
 
     In summary, there are numerous policies working in the status quo that address some 
aspects of a network like A.Q. Khan’s.  Some policies, such as the NPT, address critical 
functions such as A: Background Knowledge & Expertise.  Others, such as the PSI and 
the UN, address redundant functions such as C: Procurement & Manufacturing.  There 
are numerous other unilateral, bilateral and multilateral arrangements missing from this 
analysis.  It is our hope that this type of analysis, notably evaluating policy efforts in light 
of their effect in critical or redundant nodes, will improve future policy planning and 
execution. 



Functional Block Diagrams    Appendix E 

 

The following pages contain the functional diagrams used in this analysis.  This is 
followed by a set of diagrams that are annotated with letters that correspond to references 
found at the end of this Appendix.   
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i Kampani’s “Proliferation Unbound” is one of many sources that detail Khan’s background and experience 
before joining the Pakistani effort to develop a nuclear weapon. 
ii Ibid. 
iii There is some debate about the degree of Chinese involvement in the Pakistani program and Khan’s 
network, and how to interpret China’s reaction to the Khan network being discovered and disrupted.  
Mohan Malik presents these links in his piece for the Association for Asia Research. 
iv In addition to providing uranium refinement blueprints and machinery, Khan profited by passing on 
designs for Chinese weapons, as detailed in David Albright and Corey Hinderstein’s article. 
v As per the testimony B.S.A. Tahir gave the Malaysian police, following the BBC China interception and 
his arrest, detailed in “Press Release by Inspector General of Police in Relation to Investigation on the 
Alleged Production of Components for Libya’s Uranium Enrichment Programme.” 
vi Again, Kampani’s “Proliferation Unbound” is a good source for information on the establishment of the 
Pakistan nuclear program, and Khan’s entrance into the black market. 
vii Dafna Linzer discusses these early meetings, and details the early arrangements made between Iran and 
Khan. Interestingly, Iran decided not to pursue a deal to get the equipment to make the core of a nuclear 
bomb, opting instead just for the uranium refinement knowledge and machinery. 
viii Chaim Braun and Chris Chyba provide good information on Khan and on other nuclear proliferation 
being conducted around the world. 

http://www.odci.gov/cia/public_affairs/speeches/2004/dci_speech_02142004.html
http://www.odci.gov/cia/public_affairs/speeches/2004/dci_speech_02142004.html


                                                                                                                                                 
ix Douglas Frantz explores the Khan network in “A High-Risk Nuclear Stakeout” and other L.A. Times 
articles. An interesting side-note on the dealing with Saddam Hussein is that Hussein believed Khan’s offer 
was actually a sting operation set up by the United States, and thus refused to do business with the network. 
x Malik further explores China’s connection to Khan as he dealt with North Korea. He references the 
Washington Post article (15 February 2004) about Chinese language documents in Libya of detailed 
instructions for assembling a nuclear bomb, and a Reuters story (15 February 2004) with a U.S. official’s 
claim that “China is still helping Pakistan and Saudi Arabia with nuclear weapons and missile 
development…..” 
xi As per B.S.A. Tahir’s testimony in the aforementioned Malaysian police report.  
xii The scary but real prospect that Al Qaeda and other terrorist organizations are interested in nuclear 
weapons, and may have been approached by Khan and/or other proliferators is raised by David Albright 
and Corey Hinderstein in “Unraveling the A.Q. Khan and Future Proliferation Networks.” 
xiii Andrew Koch wrote this piece for Jane’s, and describes the Khan Research Laboratories’ 10-page 
catalogue of uranium-enrichment plant components. This further raises the question of how much 
government support Khan and his network might have had in their illegal activities. 
xiv Gaurav Kampani’s “Proliferation Unbound” continues to provide great analysis of Khan’s network and 
his dealings. 
xv Background information provided by Malik’s article. 
xvi The dealings with North Korea were more service-oriented than the other two dealings of the Khan 
network. This is described in part in Kampani’s “Proliferation Unbound” article. 
xvii Albright and Hinderstein explain how one of Khan’s biggest contributions to the North Koreans was a 
list of suppliers and contacts that they could use themselves to acquire the equipment and knowledge 
necessary to continue their own program. 
xviii B.S.A. Tahir implicated many of Khan’s middlemen in his testimony to the Malaysian police, including 
Peter Griffin, his son Paul Griffin, and Friedrich and Urs Tinner, a father-son team from Switzerland 
heavily involved in the SCOPE manufacturing and shipments. 
xix Broad, Sanget and Bonner wrote “A Tale of Nuclear Proliferation” for the NY Times, with a good 
description of how the Khan network was formed early in the Pakistan program by this over-ordering and 
selling of excess and obsolete items. 
xx Tahir’s testimony again names names and details about the production that occurred in Malaysia and 
other countries. 
xxi SCOPE and Tradefin are just two of many producers world-wide involved in the Khan supply chain. 
Albright and Hinderstein discuss these two in particular in their writings because of SCOPE’s large and 
seemingly unwitting contributions, and Tradefin’s subsequent prosecution, especially of Johan Meyer who 
admitted that he knew the items they were producing were for a uranium-enrichment plant. 
xxii Kampani’s “Proliferation Unbound” and Tahir’s confessions as detailed in the police report both support 
the claims that trade with Iran continued for several years past what Pakistan admits to. 
xxiii Andrew Prosser expands greatly on the ways that parts are transported in the Khan and other networks, 
and raises the question of whether or not Khan used drug-smuggling routes as well as air and sea transports 
to conduct business.  This emphasizes the many redundancies present in the Transportation and Outbound 
Logistics node that makes this a difficult place to try to deliver a fatal blow to the network. 
xxiv Many sources cite the use of Pakistani Air Force transports in the delivery of shipments to Khan’s 
customers.  “Proliferation Unbound” by Kampani provides good information on this. 
xxv The 200 centrifuges, as described by Kampani, would have been adequate to construct a pilot 
enrichment facility. 
xxvi Kampani’s article again details the trade involved with the Khan network.  This consignment was 
delivered directly on a Pakistani transport plane. 
xxvii Tahir’s testimony against the father-son team of Griffins and others led to extensive investigations in 
many countries. 
xxviii During Tahir’s questioning, he admitted that Iran paid him in cash for shipments, and that money was 
stored in a guest house used by A.Q. Khan when he was visiting. 
xxix The tracing of cash and other payments is not well expanded in the open source documentation we 
found. Hussain provides a short description of direct transfers to Khan, and other articles detail the wealth 
that Khan obtained thanks to his network, but details are difficult to come by. 



                                                                                                                                                 
xxx B. Raman further implicates the Chinese in his article for rediff.com, expanding on the themes seen 
earlier in Mohan Malik’s work.  Raman contends that, with recent interception of ships bound for Yemen, 
Pakistan will avoid planes and ships in the future, relying more heavily if not entirely on the Karakoram 
highway for movement of sensitive nuclear and missile supplies. 


